ProQuest Historical Periodicals
Allows Users to Take a Deeper Dive Into the Past Using Over Three
Centuries of Historical Journals and Magazines All at the Click of a Button
ProQuest Historical Periodicals contains material from a number of major product lines, covering some key
categories of historical serial content. It includes hundreds of scholarly journal archives from Periodicals
Archive Online, the large, eclectic collections of historical popular periodicals from American Periodicals and
British Periodicals, and three thematic consumer/trade magazine backfile collections – Education Magazine
Archive, Religious Magazine Archive, and News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive.
Access to ProQuest Historical Periodicals allows users
to access upwards of 36 million pages of primary source
material. This comprehensive collection includes some
of the most significant magazines of their time, such as
Newsweek, The Spectator, New Statesman, and The Tatler.
It also gives researchers access to some of the most
in-demand content used by faculty in their research
and teaching. Did you know that our Top 10 Periodicals
Archive Online journals were cited 2.3x more than New
York Times? Similarly, Education Magazine Archive had
the most frequently referenced content among ProQuest
consumer/trade magazine archives, with these titles
cited more than The Washington Post, The Guardian, and
The Observer! From 2008–June 2018, over 260,256
dissertations or scholarly articles on the ProQuest
platform cited material from these databases.
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Why purchase the ProQuest Historical Collection?
• Core, high-demand primary source materials, including
scholarly journal archives, historical periodicals, and
trade and consumer magazine backfiles, which allows
for a broader and deeper dive into many of the key
events, figures, attitudes, and ideas from over three
centuries of history.
• Page-image digitization allows researchers to view
articles and images in their original context. Article-level
index records and searchable text allow users quickly to
navigate this wealth of material.
• Heavily used in research, cross-disciplinary. The
material in ProQuest Historical Periodicals is well-used
by researchers at all levels. With content relevant to
subjects across the the arts, humanities, and social
sciences and spanning three centuries of coverage, it
has applications for a vast range of research topics.
• ProQuest One Academic customers who subscribe
to ProQuest Historical Periodicals can search all of
this material together in the ProQuest One Academic
environment. It can also be subscribed to by customers
who do not have access to ProQuest One Academic,
however, and has its own interface.
• Access from any location or device!
What’s included:
• Periodicals Archive Online 1–10
• American Periodicals (American Periodicals Series
Online + American Periodicals from the Center for
Research Libraries)
• British Periodicals 1–4
• Education Magazine Archive
• Religious Magazine Archive
• News, Policy & Politics Magazine Archive

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION (DEI)
CASE STUDY
ProQuest Historical Periodicals supports key
contemporary interests and priorities in research, such
as the study of topics in Diversity, Equity and Inclusion,
offering indispensable historical contexts. The
following sample articles indicate how this material
could be used, for example, in the study of police
brutality towards ethnic minorities.

Some Case Study Articles
Police Disperse Inter-racial Dance Of Cleveland
Young Socialists. (1930, May 31). New Leader
with which is Combined the American Appeal, 10, 2.
Contemporary report in The New Leader of a police
inspector ordering musicians and dancers to leave the
hall at an “Inter-Racial Dance” in 1930.
Blacks and the police. (1979, Mar 22). New Society,
47, 663. An article considering the aftermath of racial
tensions in London’s east end in 1978.
The police force we deserve? (1999, Feb 26). New
Statesman (1996), 128, 8. Article in New Statesman
considering the recently-published Macpherson
Report, an enquiry into the killing of the black British
teenager Stephen Lawrence, which concluded that
there was widespread institutional racism in Britain’s
police forces.
Poly staff boycott Hendon racism inquiry. (1983).
The Times Higher Education Supplement, (535), 5.
A report about higher education lecturers boycotting
enquiry into alleged racism among police cadets at a
police training school.
And much more!

That equals over 36 million pages; 25 million documents;
3,000+ publications; with coverage from 1681–2015, that
can be accessed from anywhere.

Speak to your Sales Specialist for more information
about this new collection from ProQuest!
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